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Public & Agency Input 
 
Throughout the process the public was invited to participate by sharing their thoughts on 
the current and future state of transportation and also to offer any solutions and rate the 
solutions the draft LRTP posed.  Materials were made accessible through regional 
libraries, during public meetings and online.  Participants were given ample time to 
review and comment on the plan.  Interested parties were given the choice of 
commenting by mail, e-mail, during meetings or by using an electronic comment form 
online. 
 
The comment form, a transportation questionnaire, was distributed during both the 
informal comment period and the formal comment period to obtain direct public input on 
transportation issues and regional goals and objectives. The informal comment period 
began on October 3, 2008, and the formal comment period began November 14, 2008.  
The surveys were distributed as follows: 
 

• At five public meetings held in October 2008 
• At the public hearing held in December 2008 
• Online via a direct link from the FAMPO website 
• Online via a PDF version printable form available on the FAMPO website 
• At speakers bureau presentations and briefings 

 
Approximately 56 questionnaires were completed and returned to FAMPO by study 
participants – each jurisdiction was represented.  Additional comments were received 
verbally during FAMPO Policy Committee meetings and the Public Hearing and by mail 
and e-mail and during.  
 
FAMPO staff were supplied with questionnaire responses throughout the process.  All 
comments were reviewed and considered during the process of developing the draft 
LRTP.  All study participants will receive a letter at the end of the process thanking them 
for their interest in the 2035 LRTP. 
 
Comments were captured in a variety of ways. Comment details follow. 
 
Agency Comments 

• Mail/E-mail:  Six agencies sent their input by mail and e-mail. 
 
Association Comments 

• Mail/E-mail:  One comment was received from a regional association.  
 
Public Comments  

• Verbal: Six citizens offered verbal input during FAMPO Policy Committee 
Meetings and the LRTP Public Hearing. 

• Mail/E-mail Comment:  One citizen sent comments by e-mail. 
• Transportation Questionnaire:  Fifty-six responded using the questionnaire 

provided online and as a hard copy. 
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Agency Comments & Responses
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Association Comment & Response 
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Public Comments Summary – Verbal, Mail & E-mail 
 
This summary spreadsheet includes comments received verbally during meetings, by e-
mail and USPS mail.  
 
Date/Location Name Method Comment 
11/17/08 - 
FAMPO Policy 
Committee 
Meeting 

Rupert Farley Verbal Mr. Farley commented on 2035 Long Term 
Transportation Plan (LRTP) comments 
submitted by memo from Mr. Erik Nelson, 
Senior Planner, of the City of 
Fredericksburg dated November 3, 2008. 
He stated that he saw an injustice being 
perpetrated on his home State. This LRTP 
does nothing to provide transportation, 
especially public transportation, which the 
developer is supposed to be focusing on 
now. What it does is provide convenience to 
a lot of the areas that we don’t want to have 
involved which just promotes sprawl. The 
only reason we have this kind of mind set 
going on is a lot of people think that before 
we can go on to an efficiencies of 
pedestrian-friendly transportation system, 
we have got to change our land use 
planning. The reverse is true because the 
transportation projects that we have picked 
in the past have changed our land use. He 
was happy to see the memo submitted by 
Mr. Nelson which confirms that line of 
thinking that we are still putting the cart 
before the horse. We shouldn’t expect to 
reform land use first and build transportation 
later. We should be putting 
transportation on the ground like we want 
and have it start to affect the kind of growth 
that we want. Mr. Farley pointed out Mr. 
Nelson’s comment on a clause in the Draft 
2035 LRTP that states, “Solving the 
Regional land use problem will help solve 
the transportation problem”. He agreed with 
Mr. Nelson’s comments that the above 
statement from the Draft 2035 LRTP 
reverses the problem and its potential 
solution. Mr. Farley stated that it is a way of 
thinking that he hopes a lot of people will 
apply to the transportation projects and 
policies to the future because as a result we 
will keep getting growth in areas that we 
don’t want and not getting growth in areas 
that we do want. In essence, we should be 
putting all of our money into building transit 
in union areas and pulling money out of 
projects elsewhere so that most of the traffic 
areas for developers are Urban 
Development Area’s (UDA’s) and the 
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Date/Location Name Method Comment 
developers will stay away from the areas 
that we don’t want. This isn’t the only 
answer to the sprawl problem and he hopes 
that he is not suggesting such. In essence, 
you can’t have it both ways. You can’t do 
transportation projects to spread to the 
parameter of FAMPO and expect Smart 
Growth. 
 
Response from Mr. Robinson, FAMPO 
Administrator: 
Mr. Robinson commented to the FAMPO 
Policy Committee that he disagreed with 
these statements. He said the 2035 LRTP is 
based on the reality of Federal, State and 
local law as that law is written. The MPO 
cannot write the plan as it wishes the laws 
were written. Scenario 3 in the LRTP 
recommendations calls for Regional Land 
Use Scenario Planning, and this process 
will provide the opportunity to examine and 
analyze alternative development patterns 
for the Region, how those patterns will 
actually function and what investments will 
be required to support those alternative 
patterns. 

12/9/08 – Online 
to FAMPO Email 

Mr. Larry Gross E-mail First, I object to the use of a "Needs" Plan 
verses the Federally-required "Constrained 
Plan" and especially so - the failure to 
clearly explain the difference between the 
two in the hearing materials and slideshow. 
 
Second, I'm not opposed to the creation and 
use of a "needs" plan per se as long as it is 
made clear the difference. 
Third - Have you considered showing on the 
map by color the Constrained Plan and the 
Needs Plan - perhaps Red for one and 
Green for the other? 
 
Fourth - Use the same technique to show 
comparative congestion levels 
 
Fifth - Use a similar technique to show 
WHERE the projected growth is predicted to 
occur and the difference if the growth where 
to occur differently in UDA/Smart Growth 
areas.  Show the difference in congestion 
levels between the different growth 
scenarios and show the difference in transit 
routes and usage with those different 
growth scenarios. 
 

12/14/08 
– Online to 
FAMPO Email 

Stew Engel E-mail My comments/questions are in red font. I 
would eventually like a response to those 
comments in bold, underlined, red font. 
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Date/Location Name Method Comment 
Other comments are for your info only. I 
assume you will be very busy tomorrow but 
I'd like to get a response within a month or 
so. Thanks. 
FAMPO 2038 LRTP – Comments 
P. 18: Level of Service - Level-of-service 
“F” is used to define forced or breakdown 
flow. This condition exists wherever the This 
is truncated. 
P.25: Benchmark Survey 
A telephone survey will be implemented to 
assess the public’s attitudes toward the 
overall 
transportation plan, measure awareness, 
familiarity, and support for the concept of a 
local 
transportation authority, and evaluate 
reasons for support of and objections to the 
concept of a 
local transportation authority. The survey 
will be a 12-minute survey of adult residents 
18 years 
of age and older in the FAMPO region for 
each of the five jurisdictions. The target 
number of 
completed surveys for each jurisdiction is 
200. The total number of completed surveys 
will be 
1,000. What, specifically, is the “local 
transportation authority” to which you are 
referring here? 
P. 35:  These costs and impacts and this 
vicious cycle are almost certainly 
unacceptable to most 
people. This is the key to solving our mess 
but we are taking the wrong approach. My 
input on this matter is not directly related to 
the LRTP but I plan to contact you later 
about it. 
P.64:  2017 Ridership 
With the 2017 improvements, annual transit 
ridership would double over the next nine 
years 
from 1.5 million to 3.2 million passengers. 
This increase in ridership would be due to 
the 
introduction of Flex and Regional bus 
service, Volunteer Driver service for senior 
and disabled 
passengers not served by transit, a VRE 
extension into Spotsylvania County and 
evening and Saturday service on local and 
Regional routes. As shown in Table 2, . . 
.Where is Table 2? 
P. 65 (footnote): 3 See Attachment A for a 
summary of these institutional issues and 
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Date/Location Name Method Comment 
related financial impacts. Where is 
Attachment A? 
P.109: Land Use is the Key to Long Term 
Transportation Success See comment for 
P. 35. 
P. 137: FUNDING/IMPLEMENTATION 
CONSIDERATIONS (8 POINTS) 
1. Feasibility (3 points): Reasonable cost, 
efficient, resourceful, having positive 
longterm economic impacts 
3 points: Project has demonstrated 
feasibility either through a concept plan or 
completed 
feasibility study, project has begun design 
work 
2 points: Project has undergone some level 
of concept planning or demonstrates the 
ability to 
be implemented 
1 point: Project is undefined, except by 
long range or comprehensive plan 
What am I missing here? Only 3% of your 
decision about whether or not to proceed on 
a project depends upon whether or not it is 
feasible? Who, or what agency, came up 
with the point system specified in Appendix 
D? 
P. 137: 1. Growth Areas (4 points): 
Promotion of sensible, sustainable 
growth 
4 points: Project promotes, encourages, 
and supports sustainable patterns of growth 
1 point: Project neither promotes nor 
discourages sustainable patterns of growth 
0 points: Project encourages unsustainable 
patterns of growth *Projects that support 
and enhance existing stable communities 
and/or planned nodes of responsible growth 
would be awarded more points. Where can I 
find “smart”, “sensible”, “sustainable”, & 
“responsible” defined in quantifiable terms? 
APPENDIX E – City of Fredericksburg 
Needs Plan Fall Hill Avenue (UR-3965) 
(Fredericksburg) You are replacing the 
bridge but there is no bridge cost. Why? 
Jefferson Davis Hwy (US-1)/William St 
(PR-3) Interchange (Fredericksburg) 
The costs don’t add up to $62,618,000.00. 
Why? 
General Comment I can find no place in 
the document that indicates the cost 
ffectiveness of these vast expenditures of 
public money. How can I comment 
intelligently if I cannot know the relative cost 
effectiveness of regional bus vs. VRE, or 
bicycle trails vs. FRED? How can the 
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Date/Location Name Method Comment 
deciders decide? Why is this info not made 
available? A breakdown of the source of 
funding would also be useful: special 
gasoline tax for VRE, gasoline taxes from 
state, & from Feds, local. 
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Date/Location Name Method Comment 

 
12/15/08 – LRTP 
Public Hearing 

Mr. James Lynch, 
King George 
County 

Verbal • Member of the Sierra Club 
• He urged the adoption of the 2035 

LRTP, and the Plan should be treated 
as a living document. 

• He noted that King George County is 
one of the fastest growing counties in 
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Date/Location Name Method Comment 
the U.S. 

• As we move ahead, multimodal 
transportation becomes more and more 
important. 

• Consideration should be made on how 
we transition from one mode of 
transportation to another. 

• Consideration should be made on 
where we park our bikes. 

12/15/08 – LRTP 
Public Hearing 

Mr. Eldon James, 
King George 
County 

Verbal • He represents the Rappahannock 
Regional Disability Service Board 

• On behalf of the RRDSB and its related 
organizations of the Rappahannock 
Disabilities Network who coordinate 
services for people with disabilities 
throughout the Region, they would like 
to express their appreciation for all the 
outreach by the staff FAMPO in the 
development of this Plan. 

• FAMPO met with us and on several 
occasions we made comments and 
inputs and revisions were made to the 
Plan based on their comments. 

12/15/08 – LRTP 
Public Hearing 

Ms. Brenda King, 
Spotsylvania 
County 

Verbal • Member of the Sierra Club. 
• Would like to applaud FAMPO and all 

the work that they have done 
• She has gone to a few meetings in the 

past and has made comments verbally 
and over the internet.   

• For many citizens who are not leisurely 
bicyclists or walkers, we tend to walk a 
utilitarian, functional way.  By that she 
means, that in Spotsylvania they are 
not fortunate to have the facilities of 
sidewalks.  For the surrounding 
counties like Spotsylvania, to be in a 
community or neighborhood and not be 
able to walk across the street to a 
grocery store or a pharmacy because 
you will get killed trying to do so and 
having to get in a car to cross the 
street is a waist of time, energy, 
pollution, and unnecessary traffic 
congestion.  For those people who 
have the time to take the bike and walk 
paths, she thinks it’s wonderful, but for 
the majority of us, she hopes we will 
consider (as shown on the internet) 
walk able neighborhoods/commercial 
and additional sidewalks and 
crosswalks. She is here to strongly 
advocate having walk able 
neighborhoods/commercial and 
additional sidewalks/crosswalks as a 
very top priority. 
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Date/Location Name Method Comment 
12/15/08 – LRTP 
Public Hearing 

Mr. Rupert 
Farley, 
Spotsylvania 
County 

Verbal • From the Chancellor District 
• He is in favor of small, fractions on the 

Plan, for example, Scenario 3 
• Provide transit to the Urban Developed 

Areas (UDA) 
• Don’t provide transit to any other areas 

in Spotsylvania County, but just to the 
UDA’s. 

• We should not make transit convenient 
to people outside the Urban Areas. 

• No road projects that do not link UDAs, 
• Concentrate on transit for the USA’s 
• Once transit is in place then we should 

provide congestion pricing to make 
sure the roads are cleared up so transit 
will flow smoothly.  

• It may be political suicide now, but it is 
the right thing to do. 

12/15/08 – LRTP 
Public Hearing 

Mr. Al King, 
Spotsylvania 
County 

Verbal • He would like to thank the staff of the 
outstanding job that they have done. 

• With the population estimated to 
double in the next 25 years, it is 
absolutely critical in the development of 
this Regional Plan. 

• He would like to go on record in one 
area that it makes absolutely no sense 
to have a mandatory cost increase and 
not a corresponding increase in the 
revenue sources.   

• He sorely urges the Board to adopt the 
Plan. 

12/15/08 
– Online to 
FAMPO Email 

Rupert Farley E-mail Submitted below are my comments on the 
2035 Long Range Transportation Plan. I 
hope the 
plan can be redrafted to reflect the 
considerations below. 
 
NEGATIVE CONSIDERATIONS: 
The best line to be found in the Draft 2035 
Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) is 
the 
understatement, “A large number of 
drawbacks are associated with the region’s 
current auto-oriented transportation 
approach.” Unfortunately, this concern is not 
reflected in the bulk of the 
LRTP; making the plan an overall 
disappointment, especially in light of 
findings over recent decades that similar 
transportation plans have only resulted in 
sprawling developments that have damaged 
our economy, health, and quality of life. 
Even our developer-supported General 
Assembly has begun to see the light and 
has started encouraging localities to 
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Date/Location Name Method Comment 
concentrate growth in Urban Development 
Areas (UDAs) instead of sprawling it across 
farms and woodlands. However, little in the 
FAMPO 2035 LRTP reflects the needed 
changes of transportation policy that would 
facilitate this goal; indeed, it is mostly more 
of the same road widening projects that got 
us into this problem in the first place. To 
encourage development in the UDAs, each 
should be conveniently linked to the other 
and/or to transportation hubs by public 
transit, but almost nothing in this LRTP 
works to this end and almost everything in 
the plan works against it. Investment in 
public transit is usually 
considered “Smart Growth”, but some of the 
transit projects in the LRTP, with their costly 
emphasis on parking lots, are mongers of 
transit-based sprawl rather that the usual 
road-based 
sprawl. 
POSITIVE CONSIDERATIONS: 
The transit elements of the plan, although 
imperfect, are at least a step in the direction 
of 
freeing our communities of automobile 
dependency. This goal is necessary before 
we can take the other steps to mitigate – 
and, idealistically, to eliminate – the 
unconscionable conditions caused by 
previous transportation and development 
policies. A few road projects in the plan 
contribute to mobility by making inter-parcel 
connections. Two good examples: #2035-
107, the Houser Drive extension, and 
#2015-22, the Mary Washington Boulevard 
extension. 
The biggest ray of hope in the LRTP is the 
policy direction described as “Scenario 3” 
which 
emphasizes regional growth policies. An 
improvement on that scenario would read 
“Identify and secure additional 
transportation funding AND build only 
projects which help link UDAs by public 
transit.” 
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS to REVAMP 
THE LRTP: 
Rather than continue to fight the forces of 
the marketplace to improve mobility, I think 
it is 
better to have the forces of the marketplace 
work with us. To this end, it is not desirable 
to 
provide mobility-improving infrastructure to 
areas where we do not want development; 
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neither 
road widening, new expressways, nor 
transit. When transportation mobility can be 
found only 
in the areas we wish to slate for urban 
development, and other areas offer 
congestion and/or multiple transportation 
mode changes to get anywhere, then the 
market will respond by 
directing new industry, housing, and 
business away from remote areas and into 
the UDAs, 
causing the least harm and the most public 
benefit. Thank you for your consideration of 
these points. 
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Public Comments – Questionnaire Summary of Results 
 
There are several important conclusions that can be drawn from the questionnaire 
responses. First, the most important issues identified for further attention include 
roadway congestion and traffic operations (signal coordination, access management, 
etc.), and expansion of sidewalk, bicycle, and transit facilities and services.  
 
Second, a majority of respondents (82%) indicated that a dedicated funding source and 
integrating land use and transportation are important as we move forward and many 
indicated some support for a using a portion of their local gas tax to fund identified 
transportation priorities.  
 
Other notable findings from the survey results  

• Fifty-seven percent of respondents feel congestion relief on major roadways is 
extremely important; 43% thought widening the roads is somewhat important. 

• Fifty-eight percent of those responding indicated that expanding passenger rail 
as extremely important. 

• Fifty-six percent of those responding felt it is extremely important to protect 
natural resources and the environment. 

• Sixty-three percent of those responding would like to see more transit oriented 
development. 

 
Results from the transportation survey/questionnaire are summarized on the following 
pages. It should be noted that this survey is not considered a random sample and 
therefore, no statistical significance can be concluded from its results. 
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FAMPO 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan Questionnaire 
 
Q1.  If you would like to be included on the LRTP mailing list to receive updates, 
please include your contact information below. (Adding your contact information 
is optional.) 
 
Fifty of the 56 respondents included their full contact information and have been added 
to FAMPO's contact database to receive information about the 2035 LRTP and other 
related projects and studies in the FAMPO Region.  Thirty-one filled out a printed version 
of the comment form while 19 preferred to use the online, electronic version of the 
questionnaire.  The following is a list of respondents who included their name and 
organization: 
 
Version First Last Q1.  Organization 
Hand 
out John Atkins Lewis Insurance Associates 
Online Debbie Aylor   
Handout Bruce Baker   
Handout Elizabeth Borst   
Handout Jamie  Brown Porter VDOT 
Handout Elmore Frank Brown, Jr.   
Handout Harold Campbell   
Handout Charles Carrington MARSTEC-Day LLC 
Handout Donald L. Chewning   
Handout Josh H.  Coker, Jr. Rappahannock Rotary Club/Ortho. 
Online Ed Dalrymple   
Handout William H. Dews   
Handout Josephine Dodt   
Online Stephen Dunham   
Online Stew Engel   
Handout Rupert Farley   
Handout Sheryl Finucane VA Bicycling Federation 
Handout David Greenhalgh   
Online Larry Gross FAMPO TAG 
Online   Hamilton   
Handout Frank Hammon   
Handout Samuel W. Hastings   
Online Christian Hawkins GEICO 
Handout Mary Louise Holmes   
Online Calvin Hudsonpillar   
Handout Eldon James Disability Services Board 
Handout Calvin L. Kearns USAID, Regional BIG 
Online Chris Kerr   
Online Brenda King Sierra Club/Committee of 500 
Handout James M. Lawrence   
Handout Christine Lynch   
Online Jim Lynch   
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Figure 1 - Q2. City/County
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Version First Last Q1.  Organization 
Online Terry L.  Maddox   
Handout Charles Marh   
Online T. Mens   
Handout Bryan Metts   
Online W. David Moseley   
Handout Allison Perkins   
Handout Ray Pollock   
Handout Gerald Purks   
Online Nan Rollison   
Online Tom Rumora Quantico Growth Mgmt Committee 
Handout Mitzi Sampson Rotary Central VA Family Medicine PC 
Handout Ian Scott American Chamber of Commerce Execs 
Handout Gary Sitzman   
Handout Tim Smith King George County Parks & Rec 
Handout George Solley Fredericksburg City Council 
Handout Matthew J. Suplicki   
Online Rob Tanner RTKL Associates 
Online Bonnie Taylor Windy Hill Farm 

  
 
Q2.  Where do you live City/County? 
 
The majority of respondents reside in Spotsylvania and Stafford Counties, which is not 
surprising since these are the two most populous jurisdictions.  The following is the 
breakout by area. 
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Q3.  Are you a/an (Check all that apply and add specifics in the box provided)? 
 
By design, a majority of respondents were interested citizens. Agencies were sent a 
separate letter and requested to respond via correspondence with FAMPO.  Many 
specified their civic association, agency or business.  Details of the group associations 
are listed below. 
  
Answer Options Response Frequency 
Interested Citizen 87.5% 
Civic Association 7.1% 
Elected Official 1.8% 
Local Agency 10.7% 
Business/Organization 8.9% 
Other 1.8% 

 
 

First Last 
Q3.  Specify Your Civic Association, Agency, 
Business 

John Atkins Lewis Insurance Associates 
Jamie  Brown Porter VDOT - Fredericksburg District 
Charles Carrington Consultant 
Ed Dalrymple Dalrymple Holding Corp. 
Stew Engel Darbytown Civic Ass'n. 
Sheryl Finucane Virginia Bicycling Federation 
Frank Hammon Ladysmith Area Community Parking (?) Advisory 

Committee LACPAC 
Samuel W. Hastings Farm Bureau 
Eldon James Rappahannock Regional 
Calvin L. Kearns Black in Government (BIG) & USAID (Washington DC) 

Tom Rumora Quantico Growth Management Committee, created by 
Prince William and Stafford Counties, includes 
representation from Marine Corps Base Quantico 

Ian Scott ACCE 
Tim Smith Parks & Rec 
George Solley City Council 
  Unknown 6 Local Agency: Staff Co., Parks & Rec Dept. 
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Q4.  If you could do one thing today to improve the regional transportation 
system, what would it be? 
This open-ended question was asked early in the questionnaire to find out the 
respondent’s top of mind solution to current transportation issues.  While the responses 
are varied, there are at least 19 mentions of improving and developing mass transit (rail 
and bus) in the Region.  The other obvious theme is improving facilities and safety for 
bicyclists. 
 
First Last Q4.  Response Text  
John Atkins Develop light passenger rail from Richmond to 

Washington, DC. 
Debbie Aylor Widen the shoulder area for bike and walking safety. 

Decide where roads should be improved before 
construction starts on houses or businesses.  Not letting 
things be built in the road improvement zone. 

Bruce Baker Time traffic lights, I have been stopped when there was 
no one on the crossroad and by two lights within a block 
of each other! this is no way to optimize traffic flow 

Elizabeth Borst 1. Develop in-place employment centers to reduce 
commuting. 2. Implement smart growth principles for 
future developments 

Jamie  Brown 
Porter 

Increase capacity on highly traveled roads; I-95, Rt 1, Rt 
3, Rt 17; Add HOT lanes through Exit 126 on I-95. 

Elmore Frank Brown, Jr. Bypass.  The money. 
Harold Campbell Improve access to public (commuter) transportation -

- feeder buses from "all" commuter lots to train station 
Charles Carrington Add a VRE station in Spotsylvania County 
Donald L. Chewning 10 year moratorium on growth 
Josh H.  Coker, Jr. Improve I-95 - more lanes 
Ed Dalrymple Funding for maintenance and congestion mitigation 
William H. Dews Expand METRO bus system, to take more commuter 

cars off the roads 
Josephine Dodt Stagger work times to help eliminate overload times and 

thereby reduce need for yet more lanes/roads. 
Stephen Dunham Get aggressive drivers off the road. 
Stew Engel Make users pay. 
Rupert Farley Stop widening roads and put all our transportation 

money in transit projects which will service urban areas 
or areas we wish to be urban. 

Sheryl Finucane Improve options for non-single person auto travel 
David Greenhalgh Make bicycling safe on public roads provide safe 

pedestrian paths. 
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First Last Q4.  Response Text  
Larry Gross Optimize the existing system.  The LRTP - beyond 

growth projections should embody estimates of 
commuter trips and it should show the connection 
between the projected commuter trips AND the facilities 
in the LRTP that are there in response to the projected 
trips (like more carpool lots).  Also in terms of "needs" 
verses fiscal constraints how about showing how 
different growth rates and different associated commute 
trips align (or not) with different land-use scenarios?  
One of the issues in long-range planning for 
transportation is not just the predicted increase in trips 
but what KINDS of trips and how many per residence. 
We know that SF dwellings are thought to generate 10 
trips per day but there are two important features of 
these trips:    1. How many of these trips are made 
during rush hour?  2. Would there be less than 10 trips a 
day generated from other kinds of residential - like mixed 
use or so-called "smart growth".  I think one of the jobs 
of the LRTP is to produce a vision of transportation 
needs - based on planning choices. If better planning 
choices can result in different (perhaps better, cheaper, 
more cost-effective?) transportation facilities and 
infrastructure - then the LRTP has an opportunity to help 
shape regional decisions rather than react to them. 

Frank Hammon Construction/improvement of roads BEFORE any new 
development is constructed to reduce congestion. 

Samuel W. Hastings High speed rail in major corridors 
Christian Hawkins Expand the FRED bus system into a REAL bus transit 

system.  From the Leavells Rd FRED stop near my 
house to GEICO where I work takes over two hours and 
3 transfers. That is heinous.  You need better buses, 
more buses, and more express routes. 

Mary Louise Holmes Incent citizens to reduce use of automobiles 
Calvin Hudsonpillar More frequent rail options between Fredericksburg and 

the District of Columbia and eliminate bottlenecks in the 
county such as Rte 1 and Butler Road. 

Eldon James Improved road capacity for major roadways 
Calvin L. Kearns Create a better understanding of the regional 

transportation system from Washington to Richmond. 
Chris Kerr more bike trails and bike paths on existing roads 
Brenda King Build Fast/Bullet trains all over the region, Take people 

out of their cars. 
James M. Lawrence Get people to ride more bicycles 
Jim Lynch Bike facilities for transit and intermodal 
Christine Lynch Improve pedestrian crosswalks too and bike paths; 

get VRE in Spotsy! 
Terry L.  Maddox Extend public transportation from Fredericksburg 

through King George into Southern Maryland. 
Charles Marh Improve bus transportation-reduce cost-the PRTC bus 

from route 234 is reasonable-get/develop additional 
access across the river from Stafford to Spotsylvania 
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First Last Q4.  Response Text  
T. Mens Attract businesses (GOOD jobs - NOT RETAIL) to Fburg 

area to eliminate need to commute 90+ minutes (each 
way) to Tysons Corner. 

Bryan Metts More Traffic circles, fewer stoplights. 
W. David Moseley Expand HOV's to Fredericksburg, keeping the Slugging 

system intact. 
Allison Perkins Expand the bus system, to include more routes 

(Spotsy/Fred'bg/Stafford), extended hours, and bus 
operations on Saturdays and Sundays. *Scratch the 
Market St. (Spotsy) Proposal! 

Ray Pollock More mass transit - weekend commuter rail options 
to/from Stafford County to DC. 

Gerald Purks Igo Road, State 608 needs to be repaired. Trucks with 
Main licenses (spoke with Andy about this). 

Nan Rollison Re-work fy07-12 - HOT LANES. Objective should be a) 
Priority 1: reduce greenhouse gases by reducing 
individual drivers and increasing carpools and mass 
transit. b) Priority 2: reducing congestion in regular 
lanes. By not re-prioritizing the objective of FY07-12, you 
are handing the taxpayers a bill for more VDOT-
contractor work and another bill when we have to start 
paying more to mitigate the GHG generated by more 
individual drivers in HOT LANEs. Instead of 
$350:?million for HOT LANE construction, has an 
economic analysis been done to see how much it would 
cost to run the equivalent # of buses on the HOV lanes , 
and subsidized the fare, like the federal gov does now 
with fed employee vanpools. Est: /avg cost to run a bus 
w/ 45 passengers for one year is $____ ? $100K.  Bus 
company gets 1/2 fare reimbursed by passenger-making 
a low-cost travel of about $50.00 per mo. 1/2 fare is 
reimbursed thru gov subsidy. 500 buses would get 
22,500 cars off the main lanes at a cost of ballpark if 
$50million, most of which would be reimbursed. Less 
GHGs, less cars on the road. Taxpayers will have to pay 
only once -- to help subsidize the reduction of GHG, not 
twice: once for HOT lane construction, and second for 
GHG impacts by increase of individual cars running on 
HOT lanes. 

Tom Rumora Shift employment centers South to reduce cost and 
congestion due to historical "drive North" growth pattern 

Mitzi Sampson Widen Route 1 bridges and bypass some of the 95 traffic 
thru these bridges 

Ian Scott VRE Expansion/extension 
Gary Sitzman Move proposed Rt. 630/I-95 South 2 miles 
Tim Smith Provide direct link routes via multi-modal transportation 

to hubs (population/destinations) 
George Solley Mass Transit 
Rob Tanner Rail Service from Fburg to DC in less than one hour, 

departures every 30 minutes, seven days per week, from 
4am to 10pm. 
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Figure 2 - Q5. Mobiity Issues
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First Last Q4.  Response Text  
Bonnie Taylor Run Metro down to Fredericksburg, VA. 
  Unknown 1 Improve traffic flow 
  Unknown 2 Provide more options for bicycle commuting. 
  Unknown 3 safer bicycle routes 
  Unknown 4 Provide pedestrian pathways, bike lanes. 
  Unknown 5 Lobby, campaign and fund efforts to kick Bill Howell out 

of office.  He is the biggest impediment to any progress. 
  Unknown 6 Widen roads & ramp; provide bike lanes/walks 
 
 
Q5.  Please review the mobility options below and tell us which are most 
important to consider.   
 
Respondents were asked to rate the importance of a list of mobility options for the 
region.  Not surprisingly, respondents followed on to Q4 by rating Expanded Bus/Transit 
Service as the most important for consideration in the 2035 LRTP.  Congestion relief on 
major highways and expanded rail rounded out the top three responses.  For those who 
also responded “other,” their open-ended responses are 
detailed below the chart. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
First Last Q5.  Other (please specify) 
  Unknown 2 Additional bike lanes and paths 
David Greenhalgh Bicycle & Pedestrian 
Mitzi Sampson Bike & Sidewalk paths 
James M. Lawrence bike lane on Caroline Street in the tourism district 
Jim Lynch Bike-Ped 
Bryan Metts Bus Lanes along interstate (extremely) 
W. David Moseley Create an outer Washington DC beltway. 
Donald L. Chewning Extremely: 10 year moratorium on growth 
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First Last Q5.  Other (please specify) 
  Unknown 5 HOT lanes are a waste 
Harold Campbell Improve VRE attitude toward passengers (Extremely) 

Christian Hawkins Improved safety and facilities for bicycle commuters! 
George Solley Pedestrian/Bicycle 
Larry Gross Put this survey on your front page...  provide the survey 

results on your front page when compiled 
John Atkins Restrict trucks to one lane 
Josephine Dodt Shoulders on all roads to allow bikes/ped to travel safely 
William H. Dews Street lighting in the more congested areas, as: 

Garrisonville, near I-95 and 17 (Warrenton Rd.) Falmouth 
Nan Rollison Taxpayers cannot keep funding ever-increasing network of 

roads. 
Bruce Baker Time traffic lights 
Ray Pollock Walking and bike paths and connectivity 

 
 
Q6.  Please review the quality of life areas below and tell us which are most 
important to consider.   
 
After considering the mobility issues, respondents were subsequently asked to rank 
quality of life areas to determine their most important considerations.  The responses 
centered on providing and improving transit, bike and pedestrian facilities in an effort to 
protect the environment.  For those who also responded “other,” their open-ended 
responses are detailed below the chart. 
 
 
First Last Q6.  Other (please specify) 
Elizabeth Borst Extremely: More in place employment! 

William H. Dews Extremely: Sell licenses for bicycle path construction 
(sp), maintenance, law enforcement 

Josephine Dodt Increase use of rail for freight to decrease trucks on 
highways. 

Larry Gross More roundabouts. Optimize traffic signals - use technology 
that allows them to "adapt" in real-time to changing traffic 
conditions - move away from 'dumb traffic signals.    
Network traffic signals so that they are timed and 
coordinated and adaptive. 

Eldon James Reduce energy use as part of strategies 
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Q7.  Over the next 30 years, what are the three top transportation issues you 
would like solved? Please rank in order of priority, with 1 being the most 
important. 
 
After reviewing the list of mobility issues and quality of life considerations, respondents 
were asked to rank their top three transportation issues.  As a top priority many cite 
improving bicycle and pedestrian facilities, improving I95 with access ramps and 
more/wider lanes, dedicated and consistent funding and again rail and mass transit is an 
important issue. 
 
First Last 1 – Top Priority 2 3 
Debbie Aylor Self motivated 

transportation, 
walking, biking 

Flyovers to 
reduce stopping 
traffic 

Improve current 
roads 

Elizabeth Borst Restore 
functionality to I-
95 

Rt. 3 alternative Increased transit 
options 

Jamie  Brown 
Porter 

Dedicated 
funding for 
transportation 
infrastructure 

HOT lanes - new 
capacity 

Additional 
transportation 
options 

Harold Campbell Reliable 
affordable 
comfortable 
commuter rail -- 
VRE fails in all 3 

Traffic flow -- light 
timing -- new 
major routes 

Safety -- no more 
Gordon/Harrison 
demolition derby 
intersections; kill 
HOT lanes -- 
minimal positive 
affect on the 
general public -- 
crazy in its 
conception 

Donald L. Chewning More public 
transportation, 
bus, rail, etc. -- A 
complete 7 day a 
week bus system 

    

Ed Dalrymple Consistent 
funding for 
maintaining the 
highway system 

Effective 
movement of 
traffic without 
traffic jams or 
delays 

Funding of 
construction 
projects in 
conjunction with 
development 

William H. Dews Better, more 
useable mass 
transit 

Fredericksburg 
by-pass 

Widening 
secondary roads 
to better handle 
recent increases 
in traffic (due to 
development) 
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First Last 1 – Top Priority 2 3 
Stephen Dunham Have an 

alternative to 
driving for every 
trip 

Guide 
development to 
encourage 
walking and 
biking 

Remove existing 
barriers to 
walking and 
biking 

Stew Engel Public subsidies Congestion Commuting 
Rupert Farley Invest in local and 

regional public 
transit. Return to 
pedestrian-
oriented 
communities & 
public transit.   

Institute 
congestion 
pricing on 
crowded roads. 
Stop building 
auto-dependent 
communities.  

Build inter-parcel 
connections 
between 
developments. 
Make every 
development pay 
for "all" public 
infrastructure, 
especially transit.  

Sheryl Finucane Tie development 
to transportation

Move mode share 
of transportation 
away from 
personal 
automobile 

Reduce 
congestion 
related pollution 

David Greenhalgh Congestion on 
interstate 95 and 
feeder roads 

Safe bicycle 
routes in King 
George 

Fix Nice Bridge 
over Potomac 
River (MD 
problem) 

Larry Gross People who 
want to solo 
commute at 
rush hour 
should pay 
more.  FAMPO 
should avoid 
becoming an 
advocate for 
more funding 

More tolling of 
roads.  FAMPO 
could help the 
public understand 
land-use choices 
and 
consequences by 
showing how the 
future 
transportation 
grid would look 
depending on 
different land-use 
scenarios. 

Give priority 
points to projects 
in the LRTP that 
are regional and 
meet criteria for 
regional benefits.  
The most 
important thing 
for FAMPO and 
area officials is to 
recognize how 
much of our 
transportation 
network is being 
influenced by the 
demands of our 
commuter-centric 
land-use 
decisions. 

Frank Hammon Widening I-95 to 
8 lanes & 
addition of HOV 

Roads 
built/planned 
before any new 

Pedestrian/bikew
ays/public 
transportation as 
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First Last 1 – Top Priority 2 3 
from Spotsy, 
North 

development 
(Proactive) 

part of any new 
development plan 

Christian Hawkins Local area mass 
transit (buses) 

Bicycle paths and 
facilities 

Impose better 
control on 
development with 
levies on 
developers 

Calvin Hudsonpillar Remove the 
bottle neck at 
Butler Road and 
Route 1 

Increase 
frequency of rail 
service between 
Washington Dc 
and 
Fredericksburg 

Widen Roads and 
improve 
intersections 

Eldon James Promote energy 
conservation thru 
improved land 
use & efficient 
movement within 
the various 
systems/modes 

    

Chris Kerr Bike paths congestion more 
95 exchanges 

  

Brenda King Fast/bullet trains 
for work and 
leisure/vacation/s
hopping/DC 

Neighborhood 
sidewalks near 
commercial/retail 
areas in old 
suburbs 

All new 
commercial areas 
have sidewalks 
and cross walks 
for nearby 
residential 
properties 

Christine Lynch VRE to 
Spotsylvania 

Pedestrian and 
bike paths, 
crosswalks 

Make roads 
attractive 

Jim Lynch Efficiency - cost 
effective 
transportation 

Decrease energy 
use 

  

Terry L.  Maddox Improved 
connection 
between 
transportation 
modes 

Extension of 
public 
transportation into 
surrounding 
areas 

Widen existing 
roadways (such 
as Dahlgren 
Road) 

Charles Marh Improve options 
for commuters 
to DC 

Provide alternate 
North/South 
routes in addition 
to I95 

Land use 
planning to 
minimize impact 
on transportation 
networks 
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First Last 1 – Top Priority 2 3 
T. Mens 95 corridor 

congestion 
Route 3 
congestion 

Dysfunctional 
land-use/ 
development 
patterns 

W. David Moseley Create HOV 
lanes to 
Fredericksburg at 
least 

Create a 2nd 
Beltway with 
bridges to MD, 
giving more 
options to get 
around the area 

Set aside all 
areas possible for 
parks, historical 
preservation, and 
keep 
roads/housing to 
a minimum 
around them. 

Allison Perkins Expanded bus 
services 

Falmouth 
Bridge/US Rte 1--
Rte 17 -- Butler 
Rd. Intersection 
improvement 

Rte 3 
Alternative/Bypas
s for distance 
travelers 

Ray Pollock More public 
transportation, 
less dependence 
on individual cars 

More 
preservation of 
green space and 
use of bikes, 
walking options 

  

Nan Rollison Reduction of 
Virginia 
greenhouse 
gases from 
transportation to 
meet an 80% 
decrease by 2050 

Transfer of 
development 
rights to conserve 
undeveloped 
forests and move 
dev into urban 
areas that are 
already 
developed or can 
be rehabbed 

More small 
regional buses, 
larger commuter 
buses at low low 
fares to 
incentivize AND 
any time voucher 
call-in taxi service 
to return home in 
emergencies 

Tom Rumora Move 
employment 
centers South 

Expand VRE / 
Amtrak services 
and facilities 

Develop transit-
centered nodes, 
such at Quantico 

Ian Scott Expanded rail 
service for 
commuters 

VRE extension 
into spotsy 

Transit options to 
VRE stations 

Tim Smith Bicycle/pedestri
an friendly routes 
on major 
secondary roads 

Commuter rail to 
Richmond 

Fixing major 
roads with better 
materials for 
greater longevity 

George Solley Sprawl Reduce % 
vehicles on the 
road 

Congested 
highways & 
arterials 
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First Last 1 – Top Priority 2 3 
Matthew 
J. 

Suplicki Build more 
pedestrian and 
bicycle paths 

Widen high 
congestion 
roadways 

Expand bus 
services 

Rob Tanner Reliable, speedy 
rail service 

Fredericksburg 
City connector 
bus services on a 
15 minute cycles 

Make Fburg Rail 
Station a 
transportation 
hub 

Bonnie Taylor Walking/biking 
trails 

By pass around 
Fredericksburg 

Mass Transit 

  Unknown 1 Wider lanes or 
dedicated bike 
lanes to allow 
for safe bicycle 
riding 

Expanded road 
system that is 
ahead of growth 
instead of 
constantly playing 
catch up 

Improve traffic 
flow on existing 
roads 

  Unknown 2 Light rail 
connecting 
Fredericksburg to 
Metro 

Increased bicycle 
access, lanes, 
and paths 

Increased 
pedestrian 
access 

  Unknown 3 Interstate 
access from 
main feeder 
roads 

Extend HOV 
south 

More pedestrian 
routes 

  Unknown 4 More walk able 
communities 

Less vehicle 
congestion 

Competent mass 
transit 

  Unknown 5 More regular 
traffic lanes on I-
95 

Another N/S route 
besides I-95 and 
looks like hell RT 
1 

Hire Pros - 
enough of this 
part time local 
leadership 
involvement 

  Unknown 6 Get commuters 
to employment 
centers up North 
more easily 

Assist Staff. Co. 
residents to get 
around the county 
more easily 

Provide 
bicycle/ped. 
routes throughout 
the Stafford 
County 

 
 
 
Q8.  In the 2035 LRTP, three distinct regional policy directions are available and 
generally described as follows.  Please select the policy with which you most 
closely agree will improve transportation in the Region? 
 
The majority of respondents chose Scenario 3 as the policy with which they most closely 
agree.  Securing additional transportation and integration of transportation and land use 
policies. The land use theme and dedicated funding has been noted in several open-
ended responses throughout the questionnaire. 
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Figure 4 - Q9. Funding

Answer Options Response Frequency 
Scenario 1 – Stay the Course – no new funds for 
transportation, continue much as in the past in a 
decentralized, low-density form relying heavily on the 
automobile. 

2.2% 

Scenario 2- Identify and Secure Additional Transportation 
Funding - roads widened, intersections improved, added 
transit and a bicycle and pedestrian network created. 

15.2% 

Scenario 3 - Identify and Secure Additional 
Transportation Funding AND Adapt Regional Growth 
Policies - The region’s transportation issues are 
closely intertwined with its land development policies. 
Regionally guide growth to areas where growth 
creates nodes of activity that are supportive of travel 
choice. 

82.6% 

 
Q9.  As funds for transportation are limited, please rate your level of support for 
the following funding sources.  For each option, place a check in the box that best 
reflects your level of support. 
 
While responses were spread amongst the options, utilizing a portion of the gas tax, tolls 
and a desire to increase state and federal funding clearly shows the respondents wishes 
for no additional sales or property taxes.  For those who stated “other,” their open-ended 
responses are included below the chart. 
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First Last Q9.  Other (please specify) 
William H. Dews Very Supportive: sell bike licenses for bike paths 
Rupert Farley Very. Make developments pay. 
Larry Gross First, when we say two separate plans - one is that 

constrained and one that is "needs" - it needs to be made 
clear that "needs" is based on continuing our current land-
use policies.    We should also have a "needs" LRTP 
based on better land-use policies to show clearly that 
"needs" ARE related to land-use decisions.  Second - I am 
opposed to any tax authority for the MPO unless the 
members of the MPO are elected directly by citizens. 
There is, in my opinion, a clear conflict of interest between 
elected officials whose role at the MPO level is to act in 
the best interests of the region while at the same time they 
are representing their own jurisdiction from where they 
were elected.  Second (third) MPOs lack transparency and 
accountability.  If we are going to pay higher taxes for 
transportation, I want to be able to vote out of office 
anyone on FAMPO that I feel is not working in the best 
interests of the REGION.  I think if FAMPO continues to 
push for taxing authority without direct accountability - it 
will run into controversy and ultimately FAMPO must ask 
itself what is the proper role between it and citizens - 
rather than its role between itself and jurisdictions. So I'd 
actually like to see FAMPO ask the question, "would you 
support an elected FAMPO".  Here is where the LRTP can 
also do "more" by showing how different land-
use/transportation scenarios can affect the tax rate AND 
also can perhaps tie the kinds and size of taxes more 
directly to the folks who use the facilities.  People that use 
"more" of the facilities, drive further, drive more intensively 
should pay their fair share. FAMPO cannot change or 
even recommend tax policy but they certainly can have 
something to say about how different transportation 
infrastructure choices do impact taxes AND they can ask 
the question - should everyone be taxed the same if we 
are going to pursue status-quo policies that essentially 
reward those who use the roads more intensively by 
charging them proportionally less. Two cars - one more 
fuel-efficient (and pays LESS gas tax) both occupy the 
same "footHandout" on the roads yet one person pays 
more for the same footHandout. If you take these same 
two cars - and one drives at rush hour and one does not - 
there is even more disparity because the car that does not 
drive at rush hour does not need roads widened or even 
more roads.  FAMPO should put forth a REGIONAL 
Transportation Referenda with specific projects to be paid 
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First Last Q9.  Other (please specify) 
for by a Transportation Tax - across the region. FAMPO 
should be careful to not be perceived by the public as 
lobbying the General Assembly on a back-channel basis 
that the public finds out about - not from FAMPO. In the 
end - FAMPO should be careful NOT to be viewed as a 
back-door path for local elected to essentially advocate for 
a tax increase that they should have, themselves, gone to 
the voters with.  FAMPO does not want to end up like the 
Hampton Roads MPO with respect to its relationship with 
citizens. The HR MPO put forth a list of projects that the 
public did not support and at the same time lobbied the GA 
for a tax authority and what they got was a hornet’s nest 
and a reputation opposite from what they needed with the 
public who now wants the MPO itself disbanded. And, of 
course, I will continue to lobby FAMPO to consider having 
directly elected Policy members and this is not without 
precedent as in our area we also separately elect 
members of the Soil and Water Conservation Districts. 
Such a move would vastly raise the public profile of 
FAMPO with regard to its mission and provide an 
increased level of transparency and accountability - all 
good things - that will empower FAMPO in its mission. 

Eldon James Re local sales tax:  except corridor use sales tax 
associated with goods that have direct relationship to 
transportation such as vehicles, tires, auto parts.  Other:  
Vehicle registration & other taxes with ? (illegible) to all 
modes. 

Jim Lynch Regional tax authority 
Terry L.  Maddox Increased user fees, such as fares and tolls, to allocate 

funding from those who benefit most from the 
improvements. 

Charles Marh Increase gas tax locally for local road improvements or 
other user fees 

T. Mens No More TOLL ROADS 
W. David Moseley Increase walking/biking trails with paid park funds. 
Ian Scott public/private partnership?(under increase federal funds 

he wrote "yeah right") 
  Unknown 5 Funds are "limited" only because we the citizens allow 

them to be.  We need real leaders in Richmond!!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




